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2007 is a year of consolidation in Action Aid International (AAI). Part of this involves consolidating our understanding of shared learning and the various ways in which we facilitate and support learning. Consequently, instead of putting out an organisational strategy on shared learning, as was originally planned, we have decided instead to develop this working guide to shared learning.

The guide proposes a broad approach to shared learning. It aims to help us refine our understanding of shared learning and inspire deepened or new shared learning efforts throughout AAI.

This guide has emerged out of the following AAI processes:

- **May 2006** – The IASL team and the Organisational Effectiveness Head agree upon a plan for the development of a global shared learning strategy.
- **May 2006** – A shared learning strategy development core group is established and starts work.
- **April to September 2006** – A review is undertaken of the previous shared learning strategy, a mapping of learning practices in AAI is conducted, a review of theories and concepts relating to learning and knowledge is compiled, and a light survey is conducted to capture the experiences of other INGOs. At the same time, we continue to implement and support concrete shared learning initiatives in AAI to obtain insights and lessons that can inform the development of the shared learning strategy.
- **September 2006** – AAI’s shared learning conceptual framework and learning practice document is drafted to inform the development of the shared learning strategy.
- **October 9 to 13 2006** – A meeting of the shared learning strategy development core group takes place so as to draft the shared learning strategy document.
- **November 2006** – The first draft of the shared learning strategy document is produced.
- **December 2006** – The second draft of the shared learning strategy document is produced.
- **January 2007** – A decision not to pursue the development of a shared learning strategy is formally taken. It is decided that a working guide to shared learning be developed instead.
- **February to April 2007** – The shared learning strategy development core group and other relevant stakeholders draft the working guide to consolidate shared learning in AAI (see the acknowledgements for a list of all those who were involved in this collaborative process).

The purpose of this guide to shared learning

The purpose of this guide is to support all of the different organisational units, over the next eighteen months, to consolidate their understanding of their respective learning efforts; to concretely guide shared learning efforts; and to motivate units to take the opportunity to share and learn more about how learning is happening and its impact on the organisation and its achievement of its mission.

There are no rigid prescriptions in this guide, and some of the interventions and their associated actions are openly defined. This is because our learning practices are shaped by the diverse contexts in which we work. More concrete plans, including detailed shared learning interventions and actions, can emerge through AAI’s strategic and annual planning processes. Thus, this guide indicates the ways in which we can seize and open up more space and time for shared learning in the period ahead.

Over the next eighteen months, we will create opportunities to talk, share and reflect on our shared learning work, and your contributions. Part of this sharing process involves finding out what is working and is not working, so as to understand what impact learning is having on our own practice and our work for change.

On the basis of these reflections, we will return to the guide at the end of 2008, and make the necessary changes to our shared learning approach in light of emerging experience.

We hope that this working guide to shared learning will draw us all together and inform our journey of consolidating our understanding of, and work to support learning over the next eighteen months.
What you will find in this guide to shared learning

The guide includes eight sections:

Introduction: Why we have developed this working guide to shared learning clarifies the purpose of this working guide to shared learning.

Shared learning: our questions and key actions shares some of our challenging questions about learning. It also highlights the key actions we can take to deepen shared learning over the next eighteen months.

What we mean by shared learning unpacks the key ideas and elements underpinning AAI’s proposed approach to shared learning.

Shared learning: what are the gains? shares some of the potential immediate and transformative benefits of shared learning for AAI.

Shared learning: the vision, objectives and conditions gives more content to our strategic framework for shared learning.

Exploring interventions and actions provides an overview of many of the concrete and practical ways that we can apply our commitment to the vision for shared learning in AAI.

Shared learning: monitoring and review explores some of the concrete ways that we can monitor and evaluate our shared learning efforts in 2007 and 2008.

Shared learning in 2007/2008: how you can get involved invites you to participate in the international shared learning projects and initiatives that are designed to support the consolidation of shared learning in AAI. Please participate actively, get involved and share your ideas.

Glossary provides explanations of some of the key terms used in this guide.

Choosing sections of the guide to read

The feedback we got from earlier drafts of the guide was that people were looking for guidance and inspiration on different things. We decided to develop the guide so that people could interact with it in ways that made sense for them.

We have written the guide so it does not have a hierarchy – you can dip in and choose bits and pieces depending on what you’re looking for. This selective reading is assisted by a summary of content at the beginning of each section, with an indication of the sorts of questions or challenges the section might help to address.

Having said all of this, the sections do read together as a whole and we encourage you to read them as and when you are able to.

Terminology Boxes

We have tried to keep the guide as free of jargon as possible. When a term is used that has a specific meaning or carries a bias of interpretation (i.e. could be interpreted in many different ways) a small asterix (*) appears above the word; and an explanation is given in a “Terminology Box” on the page. The explanation of these words is intended to develop our shared understanding of our organisation’s approach to shared learning.
How to use this guide

Above all else this guide is meant to support your shared learning efforts by (i) encouraging you to actively read the content against your own context of work and (ii) to stimulate ongoing reflection on the content by making your own notes.

(i) Active reading strategies
We encourage you to read actively by providing you with “Active Reading Strategies”. These are questions that are posed to you, the reader, to help you make deeper sense of the content of the guide, against your own context of work, as you are reading. These strategies are signposted with the following icon:

Active reading icon

(ii) Making “notes” in response to “Questions for Reflection”:
We also encourage you to write down your reflections on the content by including “Questions for Reflection”. The prompt for note making is signalled using the following icon:

Questions for reflection

The act of writing down your responses to these questions will provide you with a record of your own learning based on the support you have gotten from using this guide in the next eighteen months. You can record your reflections in a notebook, on your PC or in your own online space. For example, some of the IASL online platforms that have been established do provide a personal page that you can use for this purpose. Or you could use your personal page as and when you move onto the new ActionAid International intranet. You could also consider setting up your own online log or diary called a weblog. There are various options that you can look at for this: blogger https://www2.blogger.com or blogher, for women bloggers http://www.blogher.org, or wordpress http://wordpress.org.

The insights from our “Notes” can inform the ongoing discussions and reflections we will have on our shared learning work over the next eighteen months, and will also feed into the dialogue on our shared learning approach at the end of 2008.

Your comments and feedback are most welcome
If you have any comments and/or concerns about the guide, or would just like to have a chat about what you have read or what you are experiencing in your shared learning work, please give Samantha Hargreaves, the Shared Learning Coordinator, a call or drop her a mail. Samantha’s telephone number is +27 (11) 731-4500 and her e-mail address is samantha.hargreaves@actionaid.org.

Links and resources:

AAI Shared Learning Conceptual Framework, August 2006: a detailed document setting out our early theorising/thinking about knowledge and learning in AAI, and advocating a particular approach to shared learning on which this guide is built. The document contains a detailed bibliography of resources and materials that were drawn on to define the approach (available on AAI intranet, IASL section, or mail Samantha for a copy). Some of the key articles in the bibliography have been scanned and are also located on the AAI intranet, IASL section.

AAI Learning Practice Mapping, October 2006: a document that synthesises the results of a mapping of learning practice in different units of AAI. The document details the range of learning methods and tools we came across, highlights examples of innovation and success and sets out the key constraints to shared learning (available on AAI intranet, IASL section, or mail Samantha for a copy).
In 2006 we spoke to many different people about their experiences of learning and we found out that lots of exciting learning is happening in all corners of ActionAid International. We also discovered that through our shared learning efforts we are building and sharing knowledge that is helping us to better understand the impact of our work, the effect of our interventions and the ways in which change happens.

We also realised that at the heart of our ability to learn is our willingness and ability to ask questions. Sometimes we can find the answers to our questions, other times the answers are a matter of trial and error and more often than not one question leads to another or to calls for more learning.

We would like to share with you some of the insightful questions that our colleagues have raised about learning in ActionAid International in 2006.

Active reading:

When you read through these questions ask yourself, “Have I asked or heard this question before?” and then record your answer by putting a tick in the “YES” or “NO” box that appears alongside each question.

I have asked/heard this question

What do we mean by learning?
Isn’t information the same thing as knowledge?
What is the difference between shared learning and knowledge management?
What sort of learning will assist us to deepen our work and to change unequal relations of power in the communities and contexts in which we work?
Does learning really add much value to my/our work? It takes time and I/we cannot ‘see’ the impact that learning is having.
What’s in it for me to go out there to share what I’m learning, answer and pose questions, work with others to make sense of our work and the change it’s supporting or not supporting?
We don’t have a good idea how learning is currently happening in our unit. How can we find out?
Yes, we see the value in learning, but what are some of the interventions and actions that might take us forward? How do we decide where to best invest our energy?
What are we working towards? What are we concretely trying to achieve through our learning work?
We agree that learning is important, but we’re under a lot of pressure from leadership and donors to provide evidence of impact. What can we do?
Some people say that IASL staff should be doing the reflections and the write-up of our lessons, or should facilitate the reviews and reflections, or should go out to find the answers to our questions. How do we deal with this?
We’re trying to develop a plan or a strategy for shared learning but we need a bit of guidance. How can you help?
All of these questions are useful and have helped us to develop this guide. The guide will explore some of these questions, while other questions (including new questions you will raise) will be revisited again throughout and at the end of the next eighteen months.

In a concrete effort to try to answer some of these questions, we issue a challenge to all of us to take on some of the following in the next eighteen months:

**FIRST**, identify one or two learning methods and processes (some are outlined in the interventions section of this guide), which you feel your unit has implemented in an innovative or creative way. And spend a bit of time this year reflecting on, reviewing the impact of, and documenting and sharing what you have learnt.

**SECOND**, if you feel inspired why not try to deepen or transform an existing learning space, method or process in your unit? (See the interventions section for a description of some of these). You might kick start this with a review of this practice which feeds into an effort to change the space, method or process. You could look at improving the way organisational meetings are facilitated, or you might work with a team in your unit to bring critical learning on practice closer to the centre of their work.

**THIRD**, why don’t you pilot a method or process you’ve read about in this guide? And design a small-scale monitoring and review system to track how this process goes and what impact it has on the participants and the unit’s/organisation’s work. And write up and share your experiences and your lessons with the rest of ActionAid International so we can be learning from you. You can read more about this in the Section “Shared Learning: Monitoring and Review”.
Questions for reflection

• Which of the questions raised by our colleagues are ‘burning’ priorities in your unit? Please record these questions in your notes.
• What are some of the other questions I/we have raised or heard that you would like to note down?
• What do you think about the suggestions for work over the next eighteen months in the three areas that have been proposed above?

* Please do send your ideas and suggestions to the regional IASL coordinators and Samantha. We’d love to hear from you.
This section describes a broad approach to shared learning (SL) in ActionAid International. It defines key terms like information, learning and knowledge. It also sets out the four elements or parts of the proposed ActionAid International approach to shared learning and shows how they fit together. This section is extremely important as it provides the reader with the concepts or ideas that inform how we approach SL organisationally – how we envisage it, the objectives we set for ourselves and the interventions and actions we choose to undertake. It also offers a framework or a way of thinking about what we’re trying to do or change through learning processes and activities.

If you’re asking questions like ‘what is learning?’, ‘what is knowledge?’, ‘what is the difference between shared learning and knowledge management?’ or if you feel a strong need to ground your actions in a theory or an approach, then you will find this section very useful.

This section explains what we understand to be an approach to shared learning. The ActionAid International team who worked on developing this guide have tried to unpack the key ideas that underpin this approach. The approach to shared learning that we propose challenges us to think about how we can learn to support changes in unequal power. The approach can also assist us to advance our global organisational strategy, Rights to End Poverty.

In short the key ideas informing this approach to shared learning are:

**LEARNING***

- Learning takes place in relationships between people.
- Learning is a process involving people and cannot be reduced to a product.
- Learning takes place in groups or communities that share a common work interest or practice associated with change.
- Learning takes place through ongoing dialogues between people.
- Learning needs an open, supportive and trusting environment or context.
- Learning happens through the asking of difficult and sometimes uncomfortable questions.

**INFORMATION***

- Information is a resource for knowledge.
- Information is drawn from data and/or facts about a particular subject.
- Information is processed data/facts that does carry meaning because it has been formatted, filtered and summarised.
- The information we choose influences the decisions or choices we make.
- Information is easy to quantify and write down.
- Information can be exchanged and compared across different contexts.

**KNOWLEDGE***

- Knowledge is something we all use, test, question and create.
- Knowledge is derived from information but is more than information – it carries our experiences, values, attitudes and beliefs about the world.
- Knowledge is never neutral – i.e. all knowledge is tied to existing relations of power.
- Knowledge is tied to action – i.e. knowing what we know and what we need to know to work effectively for change in the world.
- Knowledge grows into wisdom when it allows us to make sensible decisions and create plans for action.
- Action is tied to cycles of critical reflection in which we plan-act-observe-reflect. This cycle of learning is called praxis.

**Learning** is the process (the how) through which ideas, information, beliefs, values and attitudes are created. The ways in which we learn shape the information we need and the knowledge that we form. It is, therefore, important that we look critically at the ways in which we learn. Critical learning leads to the meaningful selection of information, the creation of new ideas and to critical knowledge. Many of the ways in which we learn confirms existing knowledge that maintains unequal relations of power that include some people and exclude others. This guide, therefore, emphasises the need to deepen and create learning processes, and the skills and capacity needed to facilitate them, which will enable us to critically engage existing ideas, and construct new knowledge for change. We prefer the terms critical and/or creative learning.
We have presented a number of key ideas about learning, information and knowledge! But how do these ideas make-up our approach to shared learning? The approach to shared learning is organised according to four elements.

**Information** is the more tangible facts, figures, and in the context of an organisation, the organisational know how, policies and systems that help people to work effectively. Information can be more easily quantified, captured and exchanged, while knowledge exists more in people's heads and experiences and is often very difficult to record. While information may inform the creation of knowledge, it does not constitute knowledge.

**Knowledge** includes our idea-sets, the things we know and believe, including the attitudes and values we hold, which influence and shape how we behave and work. Knowledge also includes knowing what we don’t know or what we may need to know. We don’t define knowledge as neutral and objective. We see that knowledge is created in the material and social contexts in which we live and work. Knowledge may either serve to reinforce existing unequal relations of power, or, if approached critically can help to challenge these relations. Thus, certain kinds of knowledge have great potential to bring about deep kinds of social change. This is why we are challenged to constantly question the sources and effects of our ideas, values, attitudes and beliefs. Critical knowledge is, in part, derived from critical reflections on our practice and in turn influences our ongoing practice. We prefer the term critical and/or creative knowledge.

The four elements in the approach to shared learning

ActionAid International’s approach to shared learning unpacks the ideas above by organising them according to four elements. There is no hierarchy of importance between the elements. We read and understand them like the pieces of a puzzle that fit together and make up a whole picture. The four elements are, therefore, mutually supportive and interdependent. If we achieve success in holding these four elements together in our shared learning efforts then we have the greatest chance of transformative action through critical learning (a successful take off as depicted in the cartoon strip on the left).
An overview of the four elements to shared learning

The first element - emphasises that learning is a social process. That is, it happens in relationships between people and the ongoing dialogues that they have with others.

The second element - focuses on practice (how we work for change), especially the practices which we share in our different groups or communities within ActionAid International, and with our partners and allies. We, therefore, locate learning beyond the boundaries of ActionAid International in our relationships with communities of poor people, our partners and peer civil society organisations (CSOs).

The third element - challenges us to deepen our efforts to grow knowledge through critical reflection on our change actions, leading to new ideas and perspectives, which inspire new plans and new actions for change. The cyclical process of reflecting, planning, acting, observing and reflecting again... is called praxis.

The fourth element - emphasises that learning flourishes in an open and supportive learning environment or context.

Understanding each of the four elements that make-up this approach to shared learning

Element one

We believe that learning is a process that takes place in relationships between people. This is a social and collective understanding of learning, and it relies on people sustaining dialogues* and exchanges about challenging issues relevant to their work.

* Dialogue: At the heart of the theory of social learning lies the idea of learning as a dialogue. Dialogues include the exchange of different viewpoints and experiences between people. By being open to challenge through these interactions we are better able to understand, change and think/act creatively. Thus, dialogue prompts us to critically examine what we know and how we think. Dialogue is, therefore, oriented to uncovering the historical, material and social origins of our knowledge (what we know) and thinking critically about our actions and practices for change.

Comparing two different approaches to learning

The shared learning approach is very different from an individualistic approach to learning. An individualistic approach to learning is what Paolo Freire, in his book, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, calls the ‘banking’ concept of education, in which the learner is passive. The role of the learner is reduced to receiving, filing, and storing the information and knowledge that is deposited in them. The cartoon below aptly captures this passive approach to learning...
To understand the differences between these two approaches to learning, let us briefly compare them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning as a social and collective process – the ‘shared learning’ approach</th>
<th>Learning as an individualistic and product driven practice – the ‘banking’ approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning is a partnership where both the learner and educator/learner engage in a dialogue and negotiate information to make meaning and develop contextually relevant knowledge. Everyone is always learning and everyone has something to teach (villagers, colleagues, our partners* etc). Learning is a process in which people dialogue, question, create and critique information; and creatively try to solve real world problems based on knowledge that is constantly being evaluated through ongoing cycles of praxis. You can learn by actively, creatively and critically engaging with what you hear, read and write. Your capacity to know how to change is arrived at through reflecting as a group on what works and what does not work.</td>
<td>Learning is something that happens to you or is ‘done’ to you by educators, facilitators and now by knowledge management tools. Information is pre-packaged and meaning making is closed. There is a preferred meaning or interpretation that one must accept. Learning is associated with the belief that knowledge is a product we can acquire, or a commodity, or product that can be simply bought and sold. It assumes that certain kinds of knowledge are superior to other kinds of knowledge. You can learn by passively absorbing what you hear, read or write. Your capacity to know how to change is arrived at by passively observing or listening to an educator or facilitator in a traditional training session.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Partners: include village groups, CBOs, other NGOs, grassroots formations, social movements etc. We work with our partners to achieve a shared vision and mission. The nature of partnership varies from one context to another, and may or may not be characterised by a funding relationship.

We reject the “banking” approach to learning and in particular the ideas that learning is passive and that some forms of knowledge are superior. We also reject the idea that we can take knowledge from one person and implant or pour it into another.

In contrast, the shared learning approach sees learning as an active process and knowledge as something that we all use, test, question and create in and through a learning web of relationships.

The drive to learn and create knowledge is fuelled by our curiosity, questions, worries and uncertainties. This needs us to make an effort to develop and support dialogues and exchanges between people who share a common practice for change, as illustrated in the adjacent diagram.

**Questions for reflection**

- How do you learn best?
- Do you value the input of others when trying to understand a problem?
- In what situations do you feel free to say what you really think?
- In what situations do you not feel free to speak your mind?
Element two

In line with element one above, we believe that social learning should be focused on our practice (i.e. our shared interest in WHAT we do and HOW we work for change). Our practice in ActionAid International encompasses our work, which is oriented internally* and externally.*

Practice/s: these terms refer to areas of work, subjects or interests, which are characterised by particular activities, ways of working, procedures, a required set of skills and knowledge etc. People who work on fundraising, for example, will share a practice or set of practices with other fundraisers. Activists working for change within institutions, within their communities, or within wider society may hold a shared practice with other activists. Within an area of practice, practitioners require certain skills, abilities, information and knowledge to work effectively. They also have questions, problems and needs that arise in their area of practice, and may often seek out other practitioners to talk about their practice. A group that forms for such a purpose may be called a ‘community of practice’.

By internal we mean ActionAid International, the organisation, which comprises ActionAid International staff and volunteers, has distinct boundaries, its own identity, systems and procedures for work etc. Internal does not refer to the organisations and institutions with whom we work – these are considered separate organisational entities though we might pursue our objectives with, through, and in alliance with them. Our internal organisational practices include fundraising, organisational change, gender integration/women’s rights, management practices and so on.

By external we mean our mission or programme related work, which addresses our multiple interventions and efforts to change unequal power relations in the wider world. Our external mission-related areas of practice include all of our efforts at multiple levels of the organisation to advance a range of rights through organising and mobilising, building awareness, support for networks and alliances, evolving alternatives and so on.

Element two draws actively on the model of situated learning. Situated learning specifically talks about learning as the process of social participation in a community of practice*

Community of Practice - A group of people who come together around a shared practice to exchange information, insight and advice. They may also help each other, work to solve problems collectively, discuss their situation and their needs. They may explore and create specific instruments or artefacts like tools, manuals, guides, collections of stories and other documents. The value they find in this community might extend beyond what the members need to perform their work. Members may stay together because they obtain a great deal of satisfaction from ‘belonging’ to a community of peers who share similar perspectives and experiences. From “Cultivating Communities of Practice: a Guide to Managing Knowledge” by Etienne Wenger, Richard McDermott, and William Snyder. To be published by Harvard Business School Press.

A shared practice is the basis on which a learning relationship or set of relationships is formed. In learning communities or relationships we can generate (and also transform) the resources that characterise our practice. Some of the resources that we can use include: the tools, documents, ways of speaking and thinking, the values we share etc.

There are already many examples in ActionAid International of people that share a common practice. For example, you may already be organised in one of our existing teams and

“Powerful learning arises from ongoing sharing and critical reflection together with peers, colleagues and fellow activists on how we are working for change”

© David Robinson
working groups concerned with: food rights, fundraising, policy, education and so on. However, there are other dimensions of a shared practice that may cut across how we are already organised. For example, all staff members who work directly with partners and communities are likely to share a common practice even though they may not as yet be formally recognised as a learning group. Another example of a cross cutting community of practice in ActionAid International includes ‘feminist activists’ who are found across the organisation. Even if they are not specifically employed as ‘women’s rights coordinators’, these activists share a common commitment to and practice of work that tries to challenge and change unequal relations of power that exist between men and women in various social contexts.

The emphasis to learning based on our practice connects well with current efforts in ActionAid International to deepen the ‘quality’ of our work together in our efforts to realise Rights to End Poverty.

However, an exclusive focus on communities of practice per se, may be too limiting. As a result we may well decide that the value of a social and situated orientation to learning based on practice is its emphasis on relationships. There are numerous ways in which we can strengthen and deepen relationships for learning based on practice – for example, mentorship*, peer-support, people-to-people exchanges etc. This guide makes a point to emphasis these relationship-oriented learning methods and tools.

Mentorship/mentoring: An arrangement in which a more experienced person advises and helps someone else with less experience over an agreed period of time. This may be a formal arrangement (in which the relationship is brokered and the mentor is paid) or less formal (may not involve a third party and could involve payment in kind or no payment at all).

Questions for reflection

- Do you feel that a focus to our practice (what and how we work for change) lies at the centre of much of our existing learning work (our meetings, our teams, our exchanges etc.)?
- Are you already part of an existing team, group or network that could strengthen its focus on learning based on practice? How would you go about doing this?
- Which people would you like to group together so that they could work on building a group learning relationship?
- Which people in ActionAid International would you personally like to group with to learn more about an aspect of shared practice?
- What can you do to get a learning group started? What obstacles prevent you from starting such a group right now?

Element three

In line with element one and element two above, we believe that social learning should be focused on our practice that involves questioning what we know.

The third element of our shared learning approach focuses on our knowledge (what we know). We are challenged to constantly question, test, interrogate, create and grow the knowledge that we use to develop our practice for change.

Being able to construct knowledge involves three key ideas:

- Knowing what we know;
- Knowing what we do not know;
- Knowing what we might need to know to know more.

The first idea – “knowing what we know” – assumes that all knowledge is constructed and represents the interests of particular groups in our society. The knowledge sets of these various groups constantly compete to be superior or to claim the status of ‘dominant knowledge’. For example, we already know that the knowledge of ‘the rich’ claims to be more superior to the knowledge of ‘the poor’. And that ‘dominant social groups’ work hard to control the production and distribution of their ideas, through the media, schools, religious institutions, government etc.

This is because the so-called superior ideas often prop up injustices, mask inequalities and oppress particular groups based on differences in class, race, sex, ability etc. We are all subject to the effects of ‘dominant knowledge systems’ because they inevitably impact on the contexts in which we live and work. Hence the link between knowledge – power and practice cannot be avoided. We therefore need to be constantly critical of what we know. And to ask “Does what we know work in the interests of the groups we are affiliated with?”

The second idea – “knowing what we do not know” – requires that we be willing to sustain doubt and uncertainty in order to learn. In this state we question what we take for granted and try to see what we have not been able to see, know or learn. The ability to be open enough to see gaps in our own expertise or contradictions in our ideas and beliefs is deeply challenging and requires courage. The process demands praxis i.e. an approach to practice that requires repeated cycles of planning - acting - observing - and reflecting, as is illustrated in the diagram on the right hand page.

The third idea – “knowing what we might need to know to know more” – means that we are willing to take risks and try out new ideas; and are open to challenging what we know based on new and relevant information. It is at this point of learning that we are willing to try out new ways of acting, doing, speaking, learning, thinking, reflecting and creating.
In a world saturated with information it is often hard to find and select the information that we need. A key skill is our ability to know which chunk of information is the chunk that will make all the difference to what we are doing, thinking and creating. Information literacy is thus a key part of the shared learning approach and needs to be built into our plans on how best to learn together. Knowing what information we need is a collective process of selecting, understanding and scrutinising the sources of information at our disposal.

The three ideas described above are helpful because they can guide us towards understanding what knowledge is and what it means to know.

The process of knowledge-making relies on certain attitudes and behaviours such as:
- Your commitment to learning through reflection
- A willingness to give of your time
- An openness to relationship building in a group with a shared practice, interest or commitment
- The courage to dialogue, especially when this may make you feel challenged and/or uncomfortable
- A willingness to explore the relationship between knowledge and action through cycles of praxis.

Questions for reflection
- Make a list of some of the ideas you are attached to and/or feel strongly about. Then ask yourself whose interests do these ideas serve and why; whose interests do these ideas not serve and why?
- Make a list of what you think are the gaps or contradictions in your ‘knowledge’. Then ask yourself what you might need to do to address one or more of the gaps or contradictions you have listed.
- How do you respond when your ideas are challenged by someone else?
- Where in the demands of your daily schedule do you think you would be able to prise open some space and time to engage with what it is you think you may need to be learning?
Some of the images and slogans we see in our organisation. Do you think we are living the ideas we express and the commitments we make to the outside world?
Element four

In line with element one, two and three above, we believe that social learning focused on our practice, which questions how we construct knowledge, through cycles of reflective praxis, flourishes best in open learning environments.

The fourth element in this approach to shared learning emphasises the environment or context for learning. This requires that we pay attention to the nature of the environments* in which we are learning.

Learning environments: Here we are referring to systems and procedures, as well as styles of work and leadership, and values and attitudes that are either supportive of, or constrain learning. We can talk about learning environments at an organisational level – that is ActionAid International units or partner organisations. But, because we conceive of learning as something that reaches well beyond the traditional boundaries of the organisation to encompass multiple actors – organised through partnerships, in networks and alliances for example – we can talk about learning environments in these spaces we create to work and act together.

The social or organisational factors that promote an open environment or context for learning include:

Open, supportive leadership
Learning flourishes best in organisational units and spaces that have an open, supportive leadership. These leaders typically have an open door policy. They invite staff to discuss and engage with them about the organisation and its work. They also model a critical reflective practice – they ask critical questions about their own work, they seek out staff for advice and guidance, they spend time in the field talking with staff and partners etc.

Supportive HR/OD and Management Systems
Leaders and staff are supported by HR/OD systems that have been developed to support learning and other ALPS principles. Examples here include recruitment processes, which emphasise a commitment to and an existing practice of critical reflection as a key recruitment factor. Or induction procedures, which are built upon action learning principles and are shaped according to the learning styles of new recruits. Performance management systems that balance an emphasis to critical assessment, reflection and learning on practice and the impact of work, against a strict focus to outputs and actions underpin a supportive learning environment.

Organisational processes focus on learning from practice
Organisational processes (like meetings and workshops) that ordinarily focus on activities, tasks, planning and reporting also make time for reflection on and learning about our practice. Space for such reflection and learning may include some time in the field and can involve our partners and allied organisations. We can ask people to bring specific examples of their practice to meetings in the form of stories or cases – these could be about external work (like a field intervention or an effort to establish a lobbying platform etc.); or they could also be about our internal work (an example of an internal management challenge, or a fundraising innovation etc).

Breaking down organisational and geographical silos
Organisational networks, structures and forms of working and organising that connect people (staff, partners and allied organisations) across geographies and thematic areas foster an open learning environment. Examples of success in ActionAid International include cross-thematic learning forums; thematic horizontal working groups that bring staff together from all regions and DAs; support to regional or national organised formations or movements of poor people etc.

Deepening facilitation of teams, groups and alliances
An approach to team, group and alliance facilitation that places more emphasis on the needs of practitioners to dialogue about WHAT and HOW they are working for change is an important feature of an open learning environment. Leaders see themselves as facilitators or enablers of learning. Leaders exchange and balance this role against that of coordination of outputs, activities and communications from the centre.

Practically, this means getting people talking to one another directly and not just through the team leader. It means opening up space for critical discussion on common issues or problems that team/alliance members are experiencing in their practice. It involves linking people to one another for support etc. The success of this kind of intervention relies on capacity (person power and time), as well as on the use of appropriate facilitation methods, and supportive tools.

Promoting accessibility of learning opportunities
Accessibility is mainly promoted through adequate planning and resourcing of shared learning work. The resources needed to support our shared learning are person-power, time and money. Our performance management system can help staff to identify their learning needs, and budget for the time and resources needed to meet these needs. We invite you to commit 5% of your working time to shared learning. Annual planning and budgeting processes can assist to identify the range of learning activities over a cycle, and budget for these at an organisational level. Budgets should be reserved for the translation of learning processes, as well as the translation of core learning documents. This last point is absolutely critical, as language has been identified as one of the major barriers to our ability to share and exchange resources across geographies.
ActionAid International has a strong commitment to organisational transformation, and a strategy for change management. The success of the shared learning work hinges in great measure on our ability to move this organisational change agenda; and create and embed the necessary systems, procedures, guidelines and incentives that are needed to support learning. Looking beyond ActionAid International, the work that has started to deepen partnerships for change and open spaces for dialogue amongst ourselves and with social movements, is absolutely essential to creating relationships of cooperation, solidarity and openness to build critical knowledge for a change in power relations.

Questions for reflection

- Reflect on the spaces for learning that you currently have access to. What do you like about these spaces? What would you like to change about these spaces?
- Think about your leadership style (in a few areas of your life: at home, in your community, at work etc.), how can you be more open and supportive of others; and what would you like to change? Why? And how?
- Think about your own capacity and time. What would you need to change to prise open more space for your own shared learning?
- Think about your piece of the organisation’s budget. Where could you save to allow for more resources to be directed towards shared learning efforts (your own and those that would support the objectives of your unit/organisation)?

In closing this section

This section has presented the four elements of a proposed approach to shared learning in ActionAid International. We believe that the pursuit of such an approach to shared learning will assist us to grow the knowledge and skills of ActionAid International staff and partners to contribute to the achievement of RTEP.

Questions for reflection

- What other insights, questions and concerns would you like to raise and record about this approach to shared learning?

Links and resources:

ActionAid International shared learning conceptual framework, August 2006: a detailed document setting out our early theorising/thinking about knowledge and learning in ActionAid International, and advocating a particular approach to shared learning on which this guide is built. The document contains a detailed bibliography of resources and materials that were drawn on to define the approach (available on ActionAid International intranet, IASL section or mail Samantha for a copy). Some of the key articles in the bibliography have been scanned and are also located on the ActionAid International intranet, IASL section.


infed (the informal education site): was established in 1995 as an open, independent and not-for-profit site. Their aim is to provide a space for people to explore the theory and practice of informal education and lifelong learning. In particular, they want to encourage educators to develop ways of working and being that foster association, conversation and relationship. See http://www.infed.org/about_us.htm

‘Knowledge Garden’, 1998: a very nice introductory piece talking about Communities of Practice – what they are, their place in organisations, and how we can nurture them. Author: Wenger, E. See http://www.co-i-l.com/coil/knowledge-garden/cop/lss.shtml

‘Knowledge Management and Organisational Learning for Development’, 2006: background paper written for the KM4Dev July 2006 workshop. KM4Dev is a global community of practitioners working on organisational learning and knowledge management, with a shared online platform. Authors: Pasteur, K., Pettit, J. and van Schaegen, B. See www.ids.ac.uk/ids/aboutids/docs/KM4Dev_indexpaper.pdf

Organisational learning and learning organisation resource: for bibliography, resources and links to other websites on this subject. See http://www.knowledgeandlearning.org.uk/orglearnlinks.html

‘Organisational Learning in NGOs: Creating the Motive, Means and Opportunity ’, 2005: a paper which explores very practical examples of how NGOs are creating the motive, means and opportunity for organisational learning. Author: Britton, B. See http://www.intrac.org/publications.php?id=92

Pedagogy of the Oppressed: this book examines the struggle for justice and equity within the educational system and proposes a new pedagogy (or theory) of educating. Freire talked about ‘critical pedagogy’ which can be described as an approach to teaching that enables students to recognise and challenge domination through the achievement of critical consciousness. Three of the four chapters of this book are reproduced on the Marxists internet archive (Marxists.org). See http://www.marxists.org/subject/education/freire/pedagogy/index.htm
Shared Learning - What are the gains?

This section describes some of the immediate and long-term transformation gains that shared learning potentially offers. It links closely to another Section: Shared Learning: monitoring and review where we discuss the different ways in which we can review and assess the impact of our shared learning efforts.

This Section: Shared Learning – what are the gains? is helpful if you’re asking or confronting difficult questions about the value and contribution of our shared learning work. We hope that our monitoring and review work over the next eighteen months, will assist us to illustrate (or not?) the potential gains of our shared learning work.

The ActionAid International approach to shared learning is described in the Section: What we mean by shared learning. If we put our effort into realising the full potential of this approach to shared learning the gains are so encouraging you will no longer ask, “What’s in it for me?” but rather, “How can I get involved and make it happen!”

Shared learning – what are some of the most immediate potential gains?

The uptake of shared learning can:
- Improve organisational effectiveness by deepening learning from our experience
- Increase efficiency (less reinventing of the wheel) leading to better use of our limited resources and a higher level of impact
- Strengthen relations of trust, accountability, transparency, respect and openness in our partnerships
- Bridge the disjuncture between monitoring and evaluation and planning by deepening the learning potential in monitoring and evaluation (M&E) systems
- Contribute towards a healthier organisation that recognises, values and builds on the skills and abilities of its staff and stakeholders
- Deepens organisational impact as we develop a richer understanding about how change happens in the different contexts we work in.

Shared learning – what are some of the potential transformative gains?

In addition to the gains mentioned in the adjacent column, RTEP and ALPS suggest more ‘transformative’ motivations for an organisational commitment to and investment in shared learning. These include:
- Supporting change in the ideas, behaviours, values and attitudes of ActionAid International staff, the organisation as a whole and the partnerships through which we work
- Challenging dominant knowledge within and outside of ActionAid International by helping us (ActionAid International staff and the partnerships in and through which we work) make better sense of how unequal power is shaped and maintained in the different contexts within which we work, and assisting us develop deeper theories of and actions for change
- Transforming our practice or ways of working within and outside of the organisation through critical reflections on and learning from practice
- Generating new knowledge (creating and deepening alternatives) for how we can support change in the different contexts in which we work.
The metaphor of a river illustrated above suggests that by applying the proposed shared learning approach through our learning interventions and actions (the streams) we can build and deepen our practices for change (the river) and contribute towards realising our vision and mission for change in the wider world (the sea).

**Questions for reflection**

- Which of these gains (arguments) do you agree with?
- Which of these gains (arguments) might raise questions or be difficult to defend or support?
- Can you think of any other gains (arguments) we can put forward in support of shared learning?
- How would you go about exploring these potential gains and presenting evidence for them?
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Shared Learning - The Vision, Goal, Objectives and Conditions

This section takes us a little deeper into defining a framework for shared learning in ActionAid International. It talks about a potential vision, goal and objectives for shared learning. It, therefore, offers a framework for how to bring to life the suggested ActionAid International approach to shared learning. This framework offers a guide to the shared learning interventions and actions we undertake. This section also discusses the minimum enabling conditions that are necessary for shared learning to succeed.

You will find this section useful if you are in the process of developing a unit-level strategy or plan for shared learning; or if you are asking questions about what we are trying, quite concretely, to achieve through shared learning.

If we are going to focus and take forward our shared learning approach, described in the Section - What we mean by shared learning, it is necessary that we work out more clearly and specifically where we are going to and what we hope to achieve. We also need to think about the minimum conditions that we will need to meet if we are to travel towards our destination.

The shared learning core group proposed a broad guiding vision, a goal and a set of objectives for our shared learning work that we would like to share with you here.

The guiding vision statement for shared learning

By 2016 shared learning will have contributed to a change in power relations in favour of the poor and excluded.

Questions for reflection

• What do you like about this vision statement?
• What would you like to add or subtract from this vision statement?

The goal of shared learning

By 2010 shared learning will have contributed to a more effective and productive organisation, and to the growth and exchange of critical knowledge for change primarily within and amongst ActionAid International staff, as well as partners, allied civil society organisations and organisations and movements of poor and excluded people.

Questions for reflection

• What do you like about this goal?
• What would you like to add or subtract from the goal?

The objectives of shared learning

Our primary objectives are:

1. To deepen, transform and promote existing, and introduce new spaces, processes, methods and tools that enable critical learning;
2. To build and deepen capacity and skills to promote critical dialogue and learning for new knowledge; and
3. To build a supportive/enabling environment which ensures that learning opportunities are available, accessible and appropriate to ActionAid International staff, as well as partners, communities and other critical change agents.

A supporting objective is to ensure that the basic information needs of ActionAid International staff and partners are met.
It is at the intersection of the three primary objectives (the diamond in the illustration) that the most powerful and change oriented learning interventions and actions are possible. Therefore, our interventions and actions should always seek, where possible, to address all three of these primary objectives.

The shared learning core group has found the trio of primary objectives to offer a very useful framework against which to test and prioritise the interventions (and associated actions) we were thinking about. We created a checklist of the three objectives. For each intervention, we asked ourselves:

- "Does (or can) this intervention help to deepen or create a new space, process, method or tool for shared learning?"
- Does (or can) this intervention help build the skill or the ability we need for shared learning?
- Does (or can) this intervention assist us build a supportive environment for shared learning?"

Where we found that a proposed intervention was lacking, the objectives helped guide us to new actions that were needed to strengthen the intervention and its contribution to each of the objectives. Where we could find no way to strengthen the intervention’s contribution to each of the three objectives, we discarded the intervention. In this way we were able to prioritise the interventions that would have the deepest organisational impact.

We also see the value of the three objectives as a guide to how we design and facilitate our interventions and actions. When we’re designing a meeting, let’s ask ourselves: “How can we deepen this meeting as a learning space?” When we’re looking to evaluate and document an intervention, let’s ask ourselves: “How can we use this process to deepen skill for critical reflection, thinking and writing?” When we’re designing an exchange process, let us ask ourselves: “How can we do this so that it is not just one or two individuals who benefit, but how can it help to change the way we might be working organisationally?”

**Questions for reflection**

- What do you see as the strengths and weakness of the proposed objectives?
- What objectives would you like to add or remove?
- Would the objectives assist us design and evaluate shared learning interventions and actions in our organisation? Why/why not?
The enabling conditions

If we are to achieve the vision, goal and objectives we have set for ourselves, there are a number of key enabling conditions that will need to be fostered.

Some of the enablers will be built as we start to deepen the spaces and processes for critical learning, which in turn shape and influence the organisational learning environment or climate.

However, there are essential conditions that other actors and units of the organisation will need to work to create. The organisational benefits of deeper shared learning are at risk if the responsible actors identified do not work to create and support these necessary conditions.

Some of the conditions for success

Below we present four sets of conditions that will enable shared learning. Under each of the conditions is a list of bulleted actions. These actions are intended to give concrete expression to what it means to grow an environment that is supportive of shared learning.

When you work through each of the four conditions ask yourself: “Do I see this condition in my unit?” and tick one of the icons that appears there:

- Yes
- To some extent
- No
Condition 1
An organisational environment that is supportive of critical learning

Active reading
Do I see this condition?

- Leadership in all units tries to model ALPS principles.
- Organisational leadership dedicates a minimum of 5% of their time to key interventions and actions for shared learning.
- Leadership is thinking, reading and writing reflectively and encouraging staff to do the same.
- There are supportive HR/OD policies, systems and procedures for shared learning and they are being implemented.
- Leadership is actively leading and supporting organisational change management.
- Leadership and staff are open to learning from other actors.
- Partnership agreements and relations are founded on and reflect ALPS principles.

Condition 2
ActionAid International staff members have sufficient time and the skills needed to deepen critical learning

Active reading
Do I see this condition?

- Staff members are supported by their managers to dedicate a minimum of 5% of their time to interventions and actions for shared learning.
- Learning interventions and actions are reflected in plans, and are monitored and evaluated for achievement.
- Training and skills development is available for the design and facilitation of critical reflection, learning and writing processes, not just for IASL staff members, but also for a broader cross-section of staff.
- The international and regional level staff offer more support to country level strategies and impose fewer demands.
- Unit leadership ensures that information is coordinated and available, reducing multiple and overlapping requests for information.

Condition 3
Social relationships for learning are characterised by trust and safety

Active reading
Do I see this condition?

- Leadership models a more reflective, open and dialogue-oriented approach to working together.
- ActionAid International staff members who raise difficult issues and questions, that are beneficial to the organisation and its work, are rewarded and held up as role models.
- Team/unit leaders commit at least 5% of their time to supporting team development and relationship building.

Condition 4
Learning opportunities are available and accessible to all interested staff members (and partners)

Active reading
Do I see this condition?

- Organisational plans and budgets are adequate to support critical learning processes involving ActionAid International staff and partners.
- Unit leaders ensure that budgets are reserved for translation where required.
- Recruitment strategies and staff development plans reflect our commitment to promote a multilingual organisational culture.
- International themes and functions budget for learning support to CPs, especially smaller programmes.

Questions for reflection

- Reflect on the indicators under each of the conditions where you have put a tick on the ‘to some extent’ icon. In each instance, say what is needed to turn this ‘to some extent’ response into a resounding ‘yes’!
- Reflect on the indicators under each the conditions where you have put a tick on the ‘no’ icon. In each instance, say what you see as the barriers to acting and suggest how these barriers could be overcome.
In closing this section

The proposed vision, goal and objectives tell us where we want to go with our shared learning work. The conditions tell us a little bit about what we need to put in place so that we have a safe and successful journey to our destination.
This section talks about some of the key interventions and actions you can take to deepen and promote shared learning in and through your unit. The suggestions build on much of our existing shared learning practice in ActionAid International and offer simple guidance, which you can modify and adapt to your context.

The suggestions in this section aim to help us achieve the strategic framework outlined in the Section - Shared learning: the vision, goal, objectives and conditions. You can, however, read this section independently.

You will find this section of the guide relevant if you are keen to move straight into action; and if you want some ideas or references for what you could be doing to deepen existing or introduce new interventions and actions for shared learning.

**Thinking a little bit more about interventions and actions**

It is useful to think of the interventions and actions presented in this section as a layering of circles much like in an asteroid. Each of these circles builds one upon the other in a supportive and reinforcing way. Thus, all of the intervention circles shown in the diagram below are equally significant.

Most of the proposed interventions are not new, but rather build on and seek to deepen many of our existing learning practices.

The principle of starting where there is some interest and commitment in your unit, showing some progress and impact, and then building from there is a sound one. Thus, as you read it is worth thinking about your own organisational environment for shared learning and asking yourself: “Which types of interventions and actions are likely or are not likely to be well received by leadership and staff?”
Actions for Intervention Area 1

Ensure that ActionAid International staff members (our primary emphasis here), as well as our partners have access to the basic information they need to fulfil their roles, their work responsibilities and undertake actions for change in their organisations and in the outside world by:

- Building commitment to and incentives for the use of the intranet as the most foremost electronic platform for information storage and exchange within and across ActionAid International organisational units.
- Assisting units, teams and working groups identify their priority information needs and build systems for storing, managing and maintaining information.
- Encouraging leadership to model a commitment to the intranet through their day-to-day practice.
- Building/deepening and implementing systems and procedures to ensure the effective management of information through e-mails, shared drives and databases in ways that complement and support the intranet.
- Offering training, mentoring and support for the effective use of the intranet and other complimentary management information systems (MISs), like the Contract Management Information System (CMIS) and the Alps Tracker.
- Ensuring that there are people at all levels of ActionAid International with dedicated responsibility for supporting information storage and cross-geography knowledge creation and exchange through the intranet.

Active reading

When you work your way through the list of interventions and their associated actions, use a highlighter pen to highlight the interventions and actions that you are currently using, or have experienced.

Your highlights will allow you to easily see what you are already doing (i.e. what actions leadership and staff members are already committed to). At the end, the actions that are not highlighted will give you an indication of the actions you could consider doing in the future.

Intervention Area 1: Addressing basic information needs

We believe that access to information is a vital building block for knowledge creation and it is addressed as a ‘supporting or foundational intervention’ in this guide to shared learning.

All ActionAid International staff and partners have basic information needs, which include access to the following:

- Organisational and unit-level strategies, strategic plans, annual plans and budgets, reports etc.
- Relevant people inside and outside of ActionAid International with whom they can share information, ideas and ask for/give support to.
- Relevant policies, laws and other instruments; guides and toolkits; stories and case studies; links to external resources etc.
- Significant organisational developments that impact on or are relevant to their work, including the space to influence and give feedback.
- Organisational policies, procedures, leave and finance forms etc.
- Work that is happening in different parts of the organisation, and in other relevant external organisations.

We believe that fulfilling ActionAid International staff members’ and partners’ basic information needs is the function of every unit in the organisation.
Intervention Area 2: Deepen what we are already doing

In ActionAid International we have many existing organisational spaces (meetings, workshops, seminars etc.), structures (teams, sub-teams, working groups etc.), and processes (like Alps and Monitoring and Evaluation Systems) that can be deepened for learning purposes.

Rather than working to create a whole new layer of activities, let us start first with what we have and build from there.

Actions for Intervention Area 2

(i) Deepen learning within existing meetings, seminars, conferences and workshop spaces by:
- Make them places where people can share, critically analyse and dialogue about our practice (ways) of working for change.
- Building systems and supports to team, theme and function leaders to encourage innovation and a focus on learning in the design and facilitation of meetings and workshops.

(ii) Deepen critical learning within existing organisational structures (teams, sub-teams, working groups etc.) by:
- Deepening the capacity and skill of team leaders to facilitate and support teamwork and development, as well as face-to-face and on-line learning and exchange.
- Identifying and promoting methods, tools and practices that can enable teams to deepen their learning and exchanges.

(iii) Deepen learning orientation within our ALPS, and Monitoring and Evaluation processes and practices by:
- Encouraging organisational leadership to lead by example in the development and facilitation of learning oriented teams.
- Ensuring that team leaders and team members have dedicated capacity and time to perform their roles in learning-oriented teams.
• Establishing appropriate platforms for sharing and learning, both face-to-face and online, about our approaches and methods for building awareness and critical consciousness.

These platforms could include: a community of practice, or a learning exchange, or a secondment to another organisational unit, or a peer support process etc.

(v) Deepen our efforts to document our work by:
• Placing documentation efforts very squarely in the hands of practitioners in our existing teams, sub-teams and working groups.

Some of the relevant questions here include: What are the burning questions they face in their practice? What do they need to be learning about? What stories do they want to tell and hear about from their members? What are the written artefacts, products or tools they would like to create together?

• Encouraging leadership ‘to lead the way’ in innovating and learning from and through ALPS and M & E systems.
• Deepening the capacity of staff to design, facilitate and implement more learning-oriented ALPS and M & E processes.

For example, you could do a light review over the past year – who have we written for, what did people learn from the documentation, how has the documentation influenced follow on actions etc.? This may help us to learn more about the usefulness of different types of documentation for learning about practice and identify gaps and opportunities.

• Dedicating time to writing.

Encourage staff to try and assign at least 5% of their time to shared learning that includes writing. This could be built into annual or quarterly work plans. Or we could hold annual mini-retreats where staff members in a team have an opportunity for critical reflection, sharing and focused time for writing on some aspects of their work.

For example, you could do a light review over the past year – who have we written for, what did people learn from the documentation, how has the documentation influenced follow on actions etc.? This may help us to learn more about the usefulness of different types of documentation for learning about practice and identify gaps and opportunities.

• Encouraging leadership ‘to lead the way’ in innovating and learning from and through ALPS and M & E systems.
• Deepening the capacity of staff to design, facilitate and implement more learning-oriented ALPS and M & E processes.

Some of the relevant questions here include: What are the burning questions they face in their practice? What do they need to be learning about? What stories do they want to tell and hear about from their members? What are the written artefacts, products or tools they would like to create together?

• Dedicating time to writing.

Encourage staff to try and assign at least 5% of their time to shared learning that includes writing. This could be built into annual or quarterly work plans. Or we could hold annual mini-retreats where staff members in a team have an opportunity for critical reflection, sharing and focused time for writing on some aspects of their work.

• Encouraging leadership ‘to lead the way’ in innovating and learning from and through ALPS and M & E systems.
• Deepening the capacity of staff to design, facilitate and implement more learning-oriented ALPS and M & E processes.

For example, you could do a light review over the past year – who have we written for, what did people learn from the documentation, how has the documentation influenced follow on actions etc.? This may help us to learn more about the usefulness of different types of documentation for learning about practice and identify gaps and opportunities.

• Dedicating time to writing.

Encourage staff to try and assign at least 5% of their time to shared learning that includes writing. This could be built into annual or quarterly work plans. Or we could hold annual mini-retreats where staff members in a team have an opportunity for critical reflection, sharing and focused time for writing on some aspects of their work.
• Building on or trying out alternative documentation methods.

Examples include: photo-journeys, videos directed by practitioners or community members, oral storytelling, the Latin American approach to systematization* of experience etc. Internationally, we will support the exchange and promotion of methods and practices for documentation in 2007/2008.

* Systematization (Sistematizacion in Spanish) is “the critical interpretation of one or more experiences through which, by organizing and reconstructing the experience, explains the logic of the experience, the factors that intervened in that process, how those factors related to each other and why” (Oscar Jara). It is “an alternative to the difficulties that we find in social research to analyze processes of change” (Sergio Martinic).

We felt that all of these methods and tools for learning could be powerfully employed to advance our shared learning approach. Our great challenge in the next eighteen months is to experiment with these methods, learn from our efforts, assess and review their impact, as well as be in a position to share our learning about these methods, tools and processes with others in the organisation.

Actions for Intervention Area 3

(i) Promote Communities of Practice (CoPs) by:
• Piloting diverse types of Communities of Practice (CoPs), monitoring them, documenting their development and publicising these efforts.
• Building facilitation and support capacity for CoPs.

This can include training, mentorship, facilitation guidelines and face-to-face and on-line communities of learning for facilitators of CoPs. The international IASL team will provide support on this front in 2007/2008.

• Ensuring formal organisational space for CoPs and building leadership commitment over time.
• Reviewing and evaluating CoPs at two-year intervals.

(ii) Deepen sabbaticals*, mentoring, secondments*, peer support, fellowships* and internships* by:
• Revising existing policy (on for example: sabbaticals, secondments and mentoring) and building new policy where it is absent. The objective here is to bring a learning orientation to all of these policies and ensure that the benefits are enjoyed beyond the individual participant.

• Piloting implementation of new tools, for example peer support, fellowships and learning internships.
• Mobilising resources and building good guidance on how to best undertake these processes.
• Encouraging leadership to take-up opportunities provided for in policy, as well as assist staff members to explore and enjoy the same.

For example, sabbaticals could be reoriented to encourage long-standing staff members to tie their retreat time to mentoring and supporting another organisational unit, i.e. to teaching time in-organisation, or to leading on efforts to document ground-breaking work across the organisation.

Sabbatical: A period of time when a longstanding member of staff is able to stop their normal work in order to undertake focused study, writing or travel.

Intervention Area 3: Support and promote innovative platforms and processes for critical learning

This area of intervention includes some of the methods and tools for learning that are used in some of the units in our organisation. They are, however, not generally widely used, especially for learning and exchange purposes.
(iii) Promote people-to-people exchanges that foster learning and change beyond the individual by:

- Reviewing the impact of people-to-people exchanges, highlighting reasons for success and/or failure, and deriving lessons.
- Sharing, learning and building capacity for ‘value-adding’ exchanges.
- Building systems and practices for systematizing/documenting and sharing learning beyond the individual participant/s to an exchange.

We could document and share exchange experiences that have added value and resulted in changed practices of work at an individual and/or organisational level; we could bring in skilled facilitators to accompany (assist with the design and implementation of) exchange processes etc.

- Building systems and practices for systematizing/documenting and sharing learning beyond the individual participant/s to an exchange.

(iv) Promote effective online learning across units and organizations by:

- Piloting new and deepening existing online platforms for learning and exchange.
- Developing capacity and skill amongst users and facilitators of on-line learning platforms.

This can be implemented through formal training, mentorship, and the intranet community of practice for facilitators of online learning teams and groups.

- Ensuring that on-line learning facilitators are formally designated these responsibilities by their organisation, are adequately supported and rewarded for their efforts, despite the seemingly ‘invisible’ nature of much of this work.
- Building commitment to and incentives for on-line learning. Leadership should be actively encouraged and supported to model this commitment through their own day-to-day practices.

Note: This set of actions builds on and extends the proposed actions under Intervention Area 1.

### Intervention Area 4: Additional interventions to embed learning and support changes in learning environments

Although many of the interventions and actions listed above, if sensitively designed and carefully implemented, can contribute to building a supportive climate for learning, we felt that a few additional key interventions were needed on this front.

Most of the major organisational interventions to create a supportive environment lie in the realm of management, human resources and organisational development, and are addressed in relevant unit-level strategies and plans. As we mentioned in the Section - Shared learning: vision, goal, objectives and conditions, the success of our shared learning work relies on the extent to which we can create a supportive and open learning environment.

![Diagram showing the interrelatedness of various strategies and plans, including HR/OD, Systems + Polices, SL Strategies + Plans, Order of Anniversaries, Change Activity/Popular Educators, Translation/Multi-lingual Culture, and Deep Structure Changes.]

**Actions for Intervention Area 4**

(i) Work to embed learning in all organizational units by:

- Promoting the development of learning strategies in organizational units and/or clear planning and budgeting for learning processes in annual plans.
- Building multi-language capacities through recruitment and training, and dedicating budgets for translation.
- Seeking, where possible, to provide dedicated capacity for IASL in organizational units.
- Building learning into the performance management system so that this aspect is reflected in staff performance and staff development plans and is monitored and assessed for achievement.
(ii) Build a cadre or network of ActionAid change activists, animators and popular educators by:
- Building linked sub-regional, regional and global networks of activists and animators of critical learning. This network includes the IASL community and other ActionAid staff with an interest in learning.
- Deepening the capacity of this network.

### Active reading

You have highlighted those interventions and actions you are already taking action on. Which of these would you say might need some additional work and attention in the coming year? And what support would you need for this work (from inside and outside of your unit)?
- Which interventions and actions that you have not highlighted would you say are relevant to your unit? Which of these interventions would be well received for piloting/introduction over the next eighteen months? What support would you need for this work (from inside and outside of your unit)?
- What in the list of interventions above do you think is missing?

### In closing this section

The interventions and actions for shared learning proposed in this section are suggestions. There are many other key interventions that could be made to help take forward the shared learning approach outlined in this guide. We encourage you to be bold and innovative.

Over the next eighteen months, as you seek to deepen what you are already doing and try out new things, please do document and share what you are doing, how you are doing it and what impact you are seeing. We are all interested and keen to learn and be inspired by you too!

**Links and resources:**

There are many other methods and tools for learning, some very innovative and exciting, that we do not discuss in the guide. Here are some toolkits and other resources that you might find useful:

- **Knowledge-sharing toolkit wiki page**: a fairly complete listing of the various knowledge/learning toolkits that are currently available. See [http://www.km4dev.org/wiki/index.php/Knowledge_Sharing_Toolkits#Related_FAQs%2FCommunity_Knowledge](http://www.km4dev.org/wiki/index.php/Knowledge_Sharing_Toolkits#Related_FAQs%2FCommunity_Knowledge)

- **Learning and Change (ILAC) Initiative**: a wonderful series of briefs looking at approaches for fostering learning. These include facilitating participatory decision-making, preparing innovation histories, knowledge sharing approaches, establishing and managing learning alliances, appreciative inquiry and outcome mapping. See [http://www.cgiar-ilac.org/index.php?section=8](http://www.cgiar-ilac.org/index.php?section=8)


- **The Change Handbook: The Definitive Resource on Today’s Best Methods for Engaging Whole Systems, 2007**: a selection of 61 processes and methods that can be applied to support planning, reflection, learning and exchange. They are referred to as ‘whole system’ methods and aim to support ‘high-leverage’ change within organisations and communities. Authors: Peggy Holman, Tom Devane and Steven Cady with over 90 International Contributors. A website with one page summaries of the various methods can be found at [http://thechangehandbook.com/component/option,com_frontpage/itemid,1/](http://thechangehandbook.com/component/option,com_frontpage/itemid,1/)
This section of the guide addresses the ways in which we can monitor and review our shared learning work over the next eighteen months. It also discusses, in brief, some of the motivations for the monitoring and review of shared learning.

You will be interested in this section if you and/or your unit have specific questions about whether shared learning is or can make a difference to our work, or if you have an interest in understanding better how we can learn critically.

In this section we explore some of the reasons for assessing the impact of our shared learning efforts and make some suggestions for monitoring and review over the next eighteen months.

Why should we be concerned about assessing impact?

Our shared learning approach is built on the assumption (shared by many of us) that shared learning is important and does add value. But does it and how?

The major reason we want to monitor and review then is to understand better the impact of learning processes: “Are they making a difference to individuals, to our organisations and importantly to our work for a change, and if so how?” We also aim to actively reflect, learn and share more about how we are learning in the different units of ActionAid International.

Our monitoring and review work is important if we are to learn more about how we learn and are able to motivate for deeper organisational investments in shared learning.
Questions for reflection

- Can you think of other reasons why we would need to assess the impact of shared learning?
- How can you use your existing monitoring and review processes to explore the impact of shared learning?

Where should we focus our attention?

For the next eighteen months, we propose to focus our attention on monitoring and reviewing a selection of our learning methods, processes, and spaces. The aim here is for us to formulate more concrete responses to the questions that we ask about shared learning in the Section - Shared learning: our questions and key actions.

We propose simple systems that build on the work we are already doing.

The review and pilot work we are planning internationally includes the following:

1. Assisting the Women’s Rights team to track distribution and assess impact of the new Gender Equality and RBA Resource Kit. This will also inform an organisational framework for assessing the impact of toolkits and guides.
2. Piloting a mentoring system for field staff in select countries in the Africa Region.
3. Working with the international Food Rights theme to review, document, and draw lessons from the Food Rights Fair (a daily presentation of case studies from the field) at their last annual meeting. We aim to establish guidance and support for similar initiatives in other themes and functions.
4. Supporting pilot teams and working groups on the ActionAid International intranet to deepen their learning potential.
5. Working with the LAC team to review and assess the impact of a sample of cross-country people-to-people exchanges, and from this evolve a framework to inform future exchange work.
6. Piloting a community of practice for people that are facilitating learning groups, communities, or networks.

These reviews/pilot efforts will be written up and shared with the rest of the organisation.

Here are a few ideas for some of the things you could think of doing over the next eighteen months. We encourage you to be creative and bold in further developing and adding to these broad guiding ideas.

(i) Reflection and sharing about our learning innovations

Identify one or two learning methods, processes, or spaces (see the interventions section of this guide) that you feel your unit has implemented in an innovative or creative way. Why not reflect on, review the impact of, and write up this experience? For example, maybe your unit has made an effort to change the way your programme meetings happen. You meet in the field, partners participate, and you bring concrete stories or examples about how you’ve been working in the field, according to themes, and to meetings.

Some of the questions that would be useful to explore are:
- What or who prompted this change?
- What are you doing differently from the past?
- What have been the “fruits” (the positive impact) of the change?
- Have there been any negative or unintended effects as a result of the change?
- What do you see as the lessons for others, so that they might also try such a change?
- What are the gaps that we must still address?

(ii) Reviews to deepen our learning work

If you feel inspired why not try to deepen or transform an existing learning space, method, or process in your unit? You might start this with a review which feeds into an effort to change the space, method, or process.

For example, maybe you see the potential in one of your teams to deepen learning. Some of the questions that may be useful to explore with the team are:
- What are the major burning challenges or questions that team members have about their work, i.e. what are their learning needs?
- What are the team activities that help them to address their learning needs and how could these be built upon?
- What other team activities could be added to address their burning questions?
- How would they characterise relations between team members, and how could these be further developed to support learning?
- What are people’s suggestions for change?

(iii) Monitor and review a new learning method or process

You can pilot a method or process you’ve read about in this guide or in a toolkit and design a small-scale monitoring and review system to track this process, and what impact it has on the participants and the unit’s/organisation’s work.

For example, it may be that your unit decides to support a cross-regional exchange involving members of grassroots organisations struggling around government support for small-scale farming. The process could be designed as follows:
• At the outset, support the participating organisations and the individual participants to clearly outline their learning needs and set learning objectives for the exchange. This helps to inform the design.
• Put in place tools for regular review and reflection during the exchange. People could keep a learning journal. Weblogs, podcasts, video journals etc. can also be considered where appropriate and feasible.
• Facilitate an in-depth review of the exchange as soon as it is completed. Include plans (and the support that might be needed) to translate learning into practice in the local context.
• Institute quarterly or six-monthly reviews and reflections, culminating in an in-depth review of impact twelve to eighteen months after the exchange.

(iv) Year-end review
At the end of the year ask some people in your unit what the most powerful learning for the year was, how they learnt this, and what impact it has had on their work. Use an existing meeting or two, ask these questions in a PRRP, make it a part of your performance review form, or conduct a small survey.

Questions for reflection
• What are the key reviews and pilots of shared learning work that could be undertaken over the next eighteen months? Which do you see as the priorities?
• What support, if any, would you like from inside or outside of the organisation to implement this work?

Please alert Samantha and your IASL regional coordinator to what review/s or pilots you decide to undertake. We’re keen to support you, and link you to peers that are doing similar work.

And please write up and share with us your review and/or pilot experience. Tell us what you found out, and share with us as well HOW you went about the review/pilot process.

We aim to consolidate our learning about our learning processes, methods and tools into an online platform, and also make available our lessons and insights in other appropriate formats.

We know that this type of resource will be very valuable to all units trying to deepen their shared learning work, and will also highlight the sort of impact we’re having through some of our learning methods and processes.

Links and resources:


The ‘Most Significant Change’ (MSC) Technique: a guide to its use, 2005: a great little guide to a participatory monitoring and evaluation technique that is founded on the collection and systematic selection of significant stories of change. Authors: Davies, R and Dart, J. See http://www.mande.co.uk/docs/MSCGuide.htm
End The Evil of Poverty
This guide to shared learning is intended to motivate and inspire our learning efforts over the next eighteen months. Our approach emphasises that learning takes place in relationships, is informed by a shared practice and requires dialogue and critical reflection in cycles of praxis.

We encourage you to take advantage of all of the learning opportunities that are embedded in all of the work of our organisation, as illustrated in the diagram below.
Action you can take in 2007/2008

Learn learn learn
In the rest of 2007 and 2008 we propose that you invest time and energy in deepening your own learning spaces, methods and tools for learning by innovating, exploring and creating; and by reflecting on the processes, the outcomes and the impact of our shared learning work. We encourage you to record your reflections in writing. We will create moments in 2007 and 2008 for critically reflecting on and sharing our learning work to deepen our own insights and work out the next phase of action. In this way we hope to be able to develop new ways of thinking about learning.

Use the guide to shared learning
We hope that organisational units will use this working guide to shared learning as a source of some inspiration and ideas for our learning work. We encourage you to be daring, to be innovative, and to push out more organisational space and time for shared learning. We encourage you to seek out others to support you on your own learning journey, to talk, and to ask more of the hard questions that underlie our practices and our learning efforts.

Make your own notes in response to this working guide to shared learning
We encourage you, over the next eighteen months, to keep making your notes that record your responses to the questions in the guide, your reflections and your ideas about learning. These notes will inform our moments of coming together – face-to-face and online – over the next eighteen months.

Your collated notes will also be an input to a review of and learning about the approach to shared learning that is proposed in this guide. At the end of 2008 we will translate your ideas into a revised version of this guide. We want to build on your ideas and suggestions and we want to be directed by your critical insights.

Put up your hand to join some global shared learning projects planned for 2007/2008!

We encourage you to get involved in global shared learning activities and initiatives planned for 2007/2008. Below is a list of initiatives you can get involved in.

Let’s talk about how we’re learning
We’ve talked a lot in this guide about the need for us to pilot, review, document and share more about how we are learning and the impact it is having. This is a major piece of work for all of us over the next eighteen months.

Internationally we plan to support these efforts by:

- Supporting the creation of various support resources for learning. For example, simple guidance notes on different learning methods, an annual publication that highlights our learning work and its impact, a document library of resources on our learning methods and processes etc.
- In 2007 we will pilot a few learning fellowships so people can visit another unit to work on pilots, reviews and documentation of learning efforts...

Stories and case study writing
Get involved in regional and international initiatives to support story and case study writing and sharing. You can speak to Ashish Shah and Eric Mgendi (Communications) on the Africa Region initiative, and Samantha Hargreaves has more information on the international effort. If you’re keen to get involved in the Stories of Change process then speak to Kate Carroll in the Knowledge Initiative.

The Newsletter
Make a contribution to EXCHANGES, the IASL community newsletter! The global newsletter aims to foster sharing and learning between IASL practitioners and ALPS champions in ActionAid International. The next edition is due in October 2007 and will focus on the Global Monitoring Framework.

Quality Check in Asia
Get involved in and learn more about ALPS’ quality checks in Asia. This methodology, which is evolving out of programme quality work in Asia, will be further developed during 2007. IASL staff will participate in the health checks, and a sharing forum will be established. Speak to Vera Razon (the IASL Asia Regional Coordinator) if you’re interested to hear more about this initiative.

Online Learning opportunities
In 2007 we’re doing a whole lot of work related to online learning. Firstly, IASL and IT are working very closely to pilot (it’s well underway!) and undertake a wider organisational rollout of the redeveloped ActionAid International intranet. The intranet is a really powerful tool for our shared learning work within and across organisational units. The route we are going is very exciting! You can also get involved in an online learning community for people who are facilitating learning networks, teams and communities of practice. Please contact Samantha Hargreaves or Susan Joseph, the intranet coordinator, for more information.

Stay connected – keep in touch
We are very keen to hear your ideas about other initiatives and projects that may be needed to support our critical learning work in ActionAid International. Please mail or phone Samantha Hargreaves with your suggestions and ideas. Samantha’s telephone number is +27 (11) 731-4500 and her e-mail address is samantha.hargreaves@actionaid.org.
Glossary of terms for Shared Learning

Community of Practice - a group of people who come together around a shared practice to exchange information, insight, and advice. They may also help each other, work to solve problems collectively, discuss their situation and their needs. They may explore and create specific instruments or artefacts like tools, manuals, guides, collections of stories and other documents. The value they find in this community might extend beyond what the members need to perform their work. Members may stay together because they obtain a great deal of satisfaction from “belonging” to a community of peers who share similar perspectives and experiences. From “Cultivating Communities of Practice: a Guide to Managing Knowledge” by Etienne Wenger, Richard McDermott, and William Snyder. To be published by Harvard Business School Press.

Dialogue - At the heart of the theory of social learning lies the idea of learning as a dialogue. Dialogues include the exchange of different viewpoints and experiences between people. By being open to challenge through these interactions we are better able to understand, change and think/act creatively. Thus, dialogue prompts us to critically examine what we know and how we think. Dialogue is, therefore, oriented to uncovering the historical, material and social origins of our knowledge (what we know) and thinking critically about our actions and practices for change.

External - our mission or programme related work, which addresses our multiple interventions and efforts to change unequal power relations in the wider world. Our external mission-related areas of practice include all of our efforts at multiple levels of the organisation to advance a range of rights through organising and mobilising, building awareness, support for networks and alliances, evolving alternatives and so on.

Fellowship - An award of money to someone to enable them to undertake research or investigation with other people with whom they share a common interest or “fellowship”.

Information - the more tangible facts, figures, and in the context of an organisation, the organisational know how, policies and systems that help people to work effectively. Information can be more easily quantified, captured and exchanged, while knowledge exists more in people’s heads and experiences and is often very difficult to record. While information may inform the creation of knowledge, it does not constitute knowledge.

Internal - ActionAid International, the organisation, which comprises ActionAid International staff and volunteers, has distinct boundaries, its own identity, systems and procedures for work etc. Internal does not refer to the organisations and institutions with whom we work – these are considered separate organisational entities though we might pursue our objectives with, through, and in alliance with them. Our internal organisational practices include fundraising, organisational change, gender integration, management practices and so on.

Internship - Any official or formal program to provide practical experience for beginners in an occupation or profession.

Knowledge - includes our idea-sets, the things we know and believe, including the attitudes and values we hold, which influence and shape how we behave and work. Knowledge also includes knowing what we don’t know or what we may need to know. We do not define knowledge as neutral and objective. We see that knowledge is created in the material and social contexts in which we live and work. Knowledge may either serve to reinforce existing unequal relations of power, or, if approached critically can help to challenge these relations. Thus, certain kinds of knowledge have great potential to bring about deep kinds of social change. This is why we are challenged to constantly question the sources and effects of our ideas, values, attitudes and beliefs. Critical knowledge is, in part, derived from critical reflections on our practice and in turn influences our ongoing practice. We prefer the terms critical or creative knowledge.

Learning - the process (the how) through which ideas, information, beliefs, values and attitudes are created. The ways in which we learn shape the information we need and the knowledge that we form. It is, therefore, important that we look critically at the ways in which we learn. Critical learning leads to the meaningful selection of information, the creation of new ideas and to critical knowledge. Many of the ways in which we learn confirm existing knowledge that maintains unequal relations of power that include some people and exclude others. This guide, therefore, emphasises the need to deepen and create learning processes, and the skills and capacity needed to facilitate them, which will enable us to critically engage existing ideas, and construct new knowledge for change. We prefer the terms critical and creative learning.

Mentorship/mentoring - an arrangement in which a more experienced person advises and helps someone else with less experience over an agreed period of time. This may be a formal arrangement (in which the relationship is brokered and the mentor is paid) or less formal (may not involve a third party and could involve payment in kind or no payment at all).

Partners - include village groups, CBOs, other NGOs, grassroots formations, social movements etc. that we work with to achieve a shared vision and mission. The nature of partnership varies from one context to another, and may or may not be characterised by a funding relationship.

Practice/s - these terms refer to areas of work, subjects or interests, which are characterised by particular activities, ways of working, procedures, a required set of skills and knowledge etc. People who work on fundraising, for example, will share a practice or set of practices with other fundraisers. Activists working for change within institutions, within their communities or within wider society may hold a shared practice with other activists. Within an area of practice, practitioners require certain skills, abilities, information and knowledge to work effectively. They also have questions, problems and needs that arise in their area of practice, and may often seek out other practitioners to talk about their practice. The group that forms for such purpose may be called a “community of practice”.

Praxis - The cyclical process of reflecting, planning, acting and reflecting again.

Sabbatical - A period of time when a longstanding member of staff is able to stop their normal work in order to undertake focused study, writing or travel.

Secondment - The detachment of a person from their regular organization for temporary assignment elsewhere.